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ABSTRACT
Collaborative filtering (CF) is a technique to carry out
automatic suggestions for a user based on the view of other
users with similar taste. Most of the CF algorithms do not
consider the existent duality between users and items, taking
into account only the similarities between users or only the
similarities between items. Though, there are some problems
such as data sparsity which limit its further progress. To deal
with the data sparsity problem a novel collaborative filtering
recommendation algorithm is proposed based on biclustering.
By taking into consideration the biclustering method to carry
out clustering of rows and columns at the same time, the
algorithm is able to group similarities between users and
items. The paper also presents the comparison of user-based
clustering and biclustering. In order to evaluate the proposed
methodology, the Web Service (WSDL) dataset is applied to
it which contains user’s ratings to a large set of web services.
The results indicate that the proposed methodology is able to
provide useful recommendations for the users, especially in
the presence of sparse data. Furthermore, the robustness of the
proposed approach increases the data sparsity and the number
of users that outperforms other methodologies for CF.
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1. INTRODUCTION
When people prefer between a varieties of options with which
they do not have any experience (e.g., cars, movies), they
usually rely on suggestions from others who have such
experience [16], [17]. Though, there are thousands or millions
of options, like in the Web, it becomes impossible to find out
an expert that can give suggestions for random options. As an
attempt to handle with this problem, recommendation systems
have been proposed as a way to help people to deal with
information overload. Recommendations are created from
rating information of more users with similar interests. The
process, called Collaborative Filtering, is a technique that
applies data mining and information retrieval techniques to
carry out automated recommendations, for a user based upon
the guess that if users have agreed in the past then they tend to
agree in the future. Usually, a Collaborative Filtering
algorithm takes input as a matrix 𝐾𝑝𝑞 where each entry
represents the rating of user p for item q. Thus, the
Collaborative Filtering algorithm correlates users based on
their ratings.

of the nearest-neighbors. The second one contains modelbased algorithms, which recommend by initially developing a
model of user ratings. Since similar research has reported that
nearest-neighbor algorithms present improved performance in
terms of accuracy when compared with model-based
algorithms, this paper will focus in the previous approach.
With respect to nearest-neighbor algorithms, there exist two
main approaches: the user-based, which construct
neighborhoods depending on the similarity between users; and
item-based, which construct neighborhoods depending on the
similarities between items. Both user-based and item-based
finds out the similarities either between users or between
items respectively. So, they avoid the combined analysis of
users and items. Additionally, user-based and item-based
algorithms cannot disclose the incomplete matching of
preferences, because their similarity measures include the
whole set of items or users, respectively. Though, two users
share similar preferences only for a subset of items, it is
desirable that the Collaborative Filtering algorithm is capable
of dealing with this scenario. An efficient way of taking into
account the duality users-items into a Collaborative Filtering
algorithm is by using the so called biclustering technique,
which does clustering of rows and columns at the same time.
The proposed approach focuses on a novel collaborative
filtering method for top-n recommendation task using
biclustering neighborhood approach. The proposed approach
explores bicluster similarity in addition to the standard item
similarity. A bicluster is a subset of users and web services
which forms a dense sub matrix where every user has an
interaction with every web service. By exploring the
hierarchical relationship between one bicluster with other
bicluster, the proposed approach constructs bicluster
similarity to acquire local proximity between a recommended
service and user. Then this local measure and a global
distance measure are combined to create a balanced ranking
score for every web service.
In this paper, the background and the related works of web
service recommendation using biclustering and user-based
clustering are discussed in Section 2. Section 3 discusses the
overall system design of biclustering based collaborative
filtering algorithm for personalized web service
recommendation. Section 4 discusses in detail the proposed
approach to collaborative filtering. Section 5 discusses in
detail the experimental results. Finally, Section 6 concludes
the paper.

There are two families of Collaborative Filtering algorithms;
the first one is the nearest-neighbors family, also known as
memory-based, which recommends based on the preferences
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2. RELATED WORK
Bin Xu et.al [1]. has used many user-item subgroups each
consisting of a subset of items and a group of like-minded
users on these items. It was more likely to make preference
predictions for a user by means of the correlated subgroups
than the entire user-item matrix. The authors also mentioned
the problem of Multiclass Co-Clustering (MCoC) and
proposed an efficient solution to it. In this paper, a unified
framework has been proposed to extend the traditional CF
algorithms by utilizing the subgroups information for
enhancing the top-N recommendation performance. This
approach is an extension of traditional clustering CF models.
Experiments on three real world data sets (MovieLens-100K4,
MovieLens-1M and Lastfm) are performed and the
effectiveness of the proposed approach has been
demonstrated. The results showed that using subgroups was a
promising way to improve the top-N recommendation
performance further for many popular CF methods.
Gediminas Adomavicius et. al [2]. has introduced and
explored a number of item ranking techniques that can
generate recommendations that have considerably higher
aggregate diversity across all users while maintaining
comparable levels of recommendation accuracy. Experiments
are conducted on three datasets namely Movie Lens, Netflix,
and Yahoo Movies. In this paper, three techniques are used
for rating the prediction, including one model-based (matrix
factorization CF) and two heuristic-based (user-based and
item-based CF) techniques. The results show that the
recommendation techniques provide significant improvement
in prediction accuracy with only a fewer accuracy loss. Breese
et al [3]. has presented two model-based algorithms for
computing both top-N recommendations and predictions. The
first approach follows a probabilistic approach in which the
users are clustered and the conditional probability distribution
of different items in the cluster is calculated. The chance for
the active user belonging to a specific cluster is given in the
basket of items is thus expected from the clustering solution
and the probability distribution of items in the cluster. The
clustering key for this technique is computed using the
expectation maximization (EM) principle. The second
approach is based on Bayesian network models where each
item in the database is modeled as a node having states
corresponding to the rating of that item. This paper presents a
detailed comparison of two model-based approaches with the
user-based approach where the results are based on Bayesian
networks model that outperforms the clustering model as well
as the user-based scheme. Heckerman et al [4]. has proposed a
recommendation algorithm based on dependency networks
instead of Bayesian networks. However, the accuracy of
dependency networks is lower when compared to Bayesian
networks. In this paper, the proposed approach is more
efficient to study and have lesser memory requirements.
Aggarwal et al [5]. has presented a graph-based
recommendation algorithm where the users are denoted as the
nodes in a graph and the edges between the nodes denote the
degree of similarity between the users. Recommendations for
the users are computed by traversing the close by nodes in the
graph. The graphical representation of the model is allowed to
confine transitive relations that cannot be caught by nearest
neighbor techniques. Thus, improved performance is reported
in the graphical representation than the user-based schemes.
Cantador, I. et al [6]. has proposed a multilayered semantic
social network model that offers different views of general
interests underlying a group of people. The appropriateness of
the proposed model to a collaborative filtering system is
analytically studied. Initially, a number of ontology-based
user profiles are taken into account with the common

preferences in order to cluster the domain concept space
automatically. With the obtained semantic clusters,
similarities among individuals are recognized at multiple
semantic preference layers. Rashid, A.M. et al [7]. has
proposed a technique called ClustKnn which is a simple
algorithm that is well suitable for large data sets. The
proposed method compresses data tremendously by
constructing a simple but efficient clustering model.
Recommendations are generated rapidly by using a simple
Nearest Neighbor-based approach. The likelihood of
ClustKnn is demonstrated both empirically and analytically.
ClustKnn provides very good recommender accuracy when
compared to other collaborative filtering algorithms apart
from being intuitive and highly scalable. George, T.et al [8].
has considered a novel collaborative filtering approach based
on a newly proposed weighted co-clustering algorithm that
involves parallel clustering of users and items. The paper
designs incremental and parallel versions of the co-clustering
algorithm and uses it to construct an efficient real-time
collaborative filtering framework. The proposed approach is
evaluated on large movie and book rating datasets
demonstrate that it is possible to attain better accuracy when
compared to that of the matrix factorization and correlation
based approaches at a much lower computational cost. Xue,
G. et al [9]. has presented a novel approach by combining the
advantages of model based collaborative filtering and memory
based collaborative filtering approaches by introducing a
smoothing-based method. This paper presents the clusters
generated from the training data provides the basis for
neighborhood selection and data smoothing. As an outcome, it
provides superior accuracy as well as better efficiency in
recommendations. Experimental results on two datasets
namely EachMovie and MovieLens show that their new
proposed approach constantly outperforms other user based
traditional collaborative filtering algorithms. J. Kelleher et
al[10]. has presented a collaborative recommender that uses a
user-based model to predict user ratings for particular items.
The model consists of the summary rating information that is
derived from a hierarchical clustering of the users. This paper
shows that the coverage is maximal, the accuracy is good and
the proposed algorithm is very efficient where the predictions
are completed in time that grows individually with the number
of ratings and items but only logarithmically with the number
of users. B. Sarwar et al[11]. has addressed the performance
issues by scaling up the neighborhood arrangement practice
through the use of clustering techniques. The sparsity and
high cardinality of a collaborative recommender's dataset is
the confront to its efficiency. D. Bridge et al [12]. has
generalized an existing clustering technique and applied it to a
collaborative recommender's dataset to reduce data sparsity
and cardinality. Systematic test is completed using several
variations that explores the value of partitioning and grouping
of the data. Panagiotis Symeonidis et al [13]. has used
biclustering techniques to reveal the duality between users and
items in both dimensions simultaneously. The paper deals
with the nearest biclustering based collaborative filtering
algorithm that uses a novel similarity measures in order to
attain partly, the matched user’s preferences. The paper also
focuses on applying nearest biclusters by combining two
different types of biclustering techniques namely Bimax and
xMotif for coherent and constant biclustering, respectively.
The proposed method improves to a large extent where the
performance of the CF process is applied on three real-life
data sets.
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3. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION
An overview of biclustering based collaborative filtering
algorithm for personalized web service recommendation
method (Figure 1)

user after predicting missing QoS values for all candidate
Web services.

4. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
The Pearson Correlation Coefficient (PCC) has been applied
[14] in many recommendation systems to compute the
similarity between both users and items. In user-based
collaborative filtering, the standard PCC used to measure
similarity between two users is computed as:
i∈I v ∩I u

pcc u, v =

i∈I v ∩I u

Figure 1: Architecture of the biclustering based
collaborative filtering algorithm for personalized web
service recommendation

3.1 Module description
Biclustering based collaborative filtering algorithm for
personalized Web Service Recommendation method consists
of the:
User location information handler: The user location
information handler obtains user’s location information
including the network and the country according to the user’s
IP address. It also gives support for efficient user-querying
based on location.
Service location information handler: The service location
information handler gets additional information about the
location of the web services according to either their IP
addresses or URLs. The location information includes the
network and the country in which the Web services are
located. It provides functionalities for aiding efficient
location-based Web service query.
Find Similar Users: In order to find users who are similar to
the active users, consider both the locations as well as users’
QoS experiences. For exact user similarity measurement and
scalable similar user selection, a weighted user-based PCC is
proposed by means of examining QoS variation of Web
services and incorporate user locations into similar user
selection.

(r u,i −r u )(r v,i −r v )

(r u,i −r u )2

i∈I v ∩I u

(r v,i −r v )2

(1)

where 𝐼𝑣 ∩ 𝐼𝑢 is the set of web services that are co-invoked by
both user v and user u, and 𝑟 𝑣 and 𝑟 𝑢 represent the
average QoS values that user v and user u have perceived
from all the web services they invoked respectively. The
similarity value calculated in the above equation is within the
continuous range of [-1, 1]. The larger the value is, the more
similar two users are. However, this equation fails to consider
the personal influence of web services on similarity
measurement. That is, co-invoked web services are always
given equivalent weights in the measurement of similarity
between users. Web services with more steady QoS values for
all of their users should contribute less to the degree of
similarity between users and vice-versa. Therefore, a
weighted PCC that incorporates the personality of web
services into similarity computation for users has been
developed. The following steps are used for computing the
weight of Web service i based on its QoS deviation:
QoS normalization. In this step, transformation of each QoS
value of web service i, r (u, i), to a real number between 0 and
1 is compared with the maximum and minimum QoS values
of i. There are two cases to be considered. If the QoS criterion
concerned is positive, i.e., a larger QoS value indicates better
QoS, (2) is used to normalize r (u, i); otherwise, if the QoS
criterion is negative, i.e., a smaller QoS value indicates better
QoS, (3) is used to normalize r (u, i)
n u, i =

n u, i =

r u,i −min r(i)
maxr i −minr (i)

maxr i −r(u,i)
maxr i −minr (i)

(2)

(3)

where r (i) represents the set of QoS values of Web service i.
In the case of max 𝑟 𝑖 = min 𝑟(𝑖), where n (u, i) =1 is set.
Standard deviation computation based on normalized QoS
values. For a Web service i, its standard QoS deviation after
QoS normalization is computed as:

User-based QoS Prediction: The user-based QoS prediction
function aggregates the QoS values recognized on target Web
services, and predicts the missing QoS values for the active
user after a certain number of similar users are discovered for
the active user.

di =

Service-based QoS prediction: The service-based QoS
prediction function aggregates the QoS values to predict the
missing QoS values for the active user after a certain number
of similar services are discovered for a target Web service.

where 𝑛 𝑖 is the average QoS value of Web service i,𝜃 is a
threshold for the number of users that have invoked i, i.e., 𝑈𝑖 .
If 𝑈𝑖 is very small, the standard deviation is likely to be
overestimated by the original standard deviation computation
formula. The 𝜃 is used to address the above issue.

Apply biclustering: From the user-web service matrix, a
bicluster neighborhood-based approach is applied for making
top-n recommendations.

Weigh generation. For a Web service i, its weight is
straightforwardly obtained using

Recommender System: The recommender system function
recommends Web services with optimal QoS to the active

u∈U i

(n u, i − n i )2 Ui , if Ui ≥ θ
(4)

u∈U i

(n u, i − n i )2 Ui ×

Ui
θ

, if Ui < θ

wi = di (5)
The value of is always in the range [0, 1).
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After computing the weight of contribution for every Web
service, the following formula for computing similarity degree
between users’ u and v is developed and computed as:
i∈I v ∩I u

sim u, v =
i∈I v ∩I u

w i r u,i −r u

w i r u,i −r u

r v,i −r v

2
i∈I v ∩I u

w i r v,i −r v

2

(6)

3.

Consider the following dataset containing 7 users and 5 web
services.
Users\Web services

Y1

Y2

Y3

Y4

Y5

x1

0

0

1

0

1

x2

0

1

0

1

0

x3

0

0

1

1

0

x4

1

1

0

0

1

x5

0

0

1

1

0

x6

1

1

0

0

0

x7

1

0

1

0

1

The above formula incorporates the personalized influence of
Web services into user similarity measurement, and implies
that Web services with larger weights will contribute more to
the two users’ similarity.
As similar as user-based collaborative filtering, previous itembased collaborative filtering methods also often adopt the
standard PCC to measure similarity between items. The
formula for computing PCC between Web service i and j is
computed as:
r u,i −r i

u ∈U i ∩U j

pcc i, j =

u ∈U i ∩U j

r u,i −r i

r u,j −r j

2
u ∈U i ∩U j

r u,j −r j

2

Rank web services in Y by combining global and
bicluster neighborhood similarity.

(7)

The working principle for Pearson Correlation Coefficient is
computed as:
u ∈U i ∩U j

sim i, j =
u ∈U i ∩U j

w u .(r u,i −r i )(r u,j −r j )

w u .(r u,i −r i )2

u ∈U i ∩U j

w u .(r u,j −r j )2

(8)

The biclusters corresponding to the above dataset has been
represented graphically below.

𝑈𝑖 ∩ 𝑈𝑗 = subset of users that invoked both service i and j
r (u,i) = QoS values of service i
r (u,j) = QoS values of service j
𝑟 𝑖 = average QoS values of web service i
𝑟 𝑗 = average QoS values of web service j
𝑤𝑢 = weight of user u which is defined to be the standard
deviation of the normalized QoS values of u
It takes into account the influence of user personality and
computes the similarity between two Web services i and j.
The working principle for predicting user based QoS value is
computed as:
ru u, i = r u +

v ∈N (u ) Sim

u,v ×(r v,i −r v )

v ∈N (u ) Sim

u,v

(9)

Input: 𝑒𝑖 : user to perform recommendation for

The following scenario is considered where an active user is
searching for high-quality Web services in a Web service
discovery system or the system is recommending high-quality
Web services to an active user. In these scenarios, predicting
QoS values for Web services unknown to the active user is
firstly required; then, Web services with satisfactory QoS can
be identified and recommended to the user. This work focuses
on predicting QoS values of Web services for
recommendation. When an active user is searching for Web
services with specified functionality, the predicted QoS values
can help the users discover the Web service with optimal QoS
value from a set of candidate services. The QoS prediction
method can also identify a set of high-quality Web services,
and directly recommend them to an active user for selection.
The bicluster neighborhood framework (BCN)
collaborative filtering [15] consists of three basic steps:

The algorithm for bicluster neighborhood (BCN) framework
for top-n recommendation is given as:

Input: K: full data matrix
Input: n: desired num of web service recommendations
Result: Return a size n list of recommended web services
begin
Z← (X, Y) ←Smallest bicluster of 𝑒𝑖 𝑍1 ← Lower
Neighbors (Z);
𝑍𝑠 ← Siblings z ;
candidates←∅;
for 𝑍𝑙 ∈ 𝑍1 𝑑𝑜
candidates ← candidates

for

1.

Given user x, map x to the smallest bicluster Z = (X,
Y) that contains x.

2.

Identify candidate set Y of web services for
recommendation by exploring the bicluster
neighborhood of Y.

𝑌𝑙 𝑌

for 𝑍𝑠 ∈ 𝑍𝑠 𝑑𝑜
candidates ← candidates
for y

𝑌𝑠 𝑌

candidates do
Compute r (x, y)
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Return top n web services in candidates ranked by r
(x, y)

Users\Web
services

Y1

Y2

end

x1

0

0

In the final step of the framework, the candidate web services
are ranked by combining global and bicluster neighborhood
similarity.

x2

0

1

Global similarity:

x3

0

0

Let (X, Y) and (X’, Y’) be two biclusters, and web service
y ∈ 𝑌 and web service y’ Y’. The global distance between
user x and web service y’ is defined as:

x4

1

1

x5

0

0

x6

1

1

x7

1

0

g x, y ′ =

J(y, y ′ )
|Y|

y∈Y

where 𝐽 𝑦, 𝑦′ is the Jaccard index, which is defined over all
users who interact with y and those who interact with y’. Let
𝑋𝑦 be the set of all users who interact with y, and 𝑋𝑦′ be the
set of users for y’.
J y, y′ =

|Xy ∩ Xy′ |
|Xy ∪ Xy′ |

The following approach is used for ranking the web services
y1, y2
Number of non zero entries
Total entries
3
𝑦1 = = 0.43
7
3
Similarly, y2 = = 0.43
7

yn =

Bicluster similarity:
Let Z= (X, Y) and Z’= (X’, Y’) be two different biclusters.
The union of these two biclusters is defined as D= (X X’, Y
Y’). The zeros-induced similarity measure is
b Z, Z′ = 1 −

zeros(D)
|D|

where |𝐷|= |X X’| ∗ |Y Y’| and zeros (D) is the number of
zeros occurring in the submatrix D. The fewer the zeros the
more similar Z and Z’ are seemed to be. Assuming Z to be the
initial cluster and Z’ to be the lower neighbor or sibling of Z,
at least one zero must be in D.
Local similarity:
The rank of a candidate web service is computed by
aggregating the bicluster similarity of all biclusters in which y
occurs to the minimum bicluster. Mathematically it is
computed as,
l x, y′ =

max
b(Z, Z′)
Z′ ∈ C

If recommendation to user u6 has to be made then the smallest
bicluster for x6 is ({x4, x6}, {y1, y2}), which has a lower
neighbor ({x4}, {y1, y2, y5}). One candidate web service is
y5. Then, ranking score for y5 is:
r x6, y5 = g(x6, y5) ×
=

0.5+0.2
2

max
b(Z, Z′)
Z′ ∈ C

Final rank = [0.5 ∗ rank of a web service + 0.5 ∗
Q0S value of the particular web service]
where equal weight is chosen for the rank of a web service
and QoS value of a web service for the final ranking formula.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The web service related data is collected from the URL
www.wsdream.com [18]. This dataset contained the QoS
records of service invocations on 5825 Web services from 339
users. The dataset can be transformed into a user-service
matrix. Each item of the user-service matrix is a pair of
values: response time (also called Round Trip Time, RTT)
and throughput (TP). Therefore, the original user-service
matrix can be decomposed into two simpler matrices: RTT
matrix and TP matrix. The RTT matrix or the TP matrix is
used to compute both the user and the service similarities.
This dataset also contained both the IP addresses of all users
and the URLs of all Web services. Experiments were
conducted on wsdream dataset in order to predict the accuracy
of the proposed system. The standard way of measuring the
performance of personalized search is by calculating the
precision and recall. 80% of users are used for training while
20% is used for testing.

2

∗ 1−8

= 0.2625
In order to calculate the ranking score for y1, y2 consider the
following data set

Precision, Recall and F-measure
The precision is measured by the fraction of the retrieved
documents that are relevant to the search,
Precision =

| Relevant documents

∩ Retrieved documents

| Retrieved documents

|

|

The recall value is measured by the fraction of documents that
are relevant to the query and are retrieved successfully,
Recall =

Relevant documents ∩ Retrieved documents
Relevant documents
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F-Measure which combines precision and recall is used to
measure the accuracy of the performance of PCC and
modified PCC

Table 1. shows the performance comparison of number of
recommendations using user-based qos prediction and
biclustering where the precision, recall and f-measure gets
increased as number of recommendations increases in both the
approaches (user-based clustering and biclustering). But,
biclustering approach provides better result.

0.8
Recall(%)

Recall ∗ Precision
F − Measure = 2 ∗
Recall + Precision

1

0.6
0.4

User-based
clustering

0.2

Biclustering

0
10

Table 1. Precision, Recall and F-measure table for number
of recommendations

25

50

75

Number of recommendations

Figure 3. Recall comparison of User-based clustering and
biclustering

F-measure(%)

1
0.8
0.6

User-based
clustering

0.4
0.2

Biclustering

0

Precision(%)

10

25

50

75

Number of recommendations

0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0

Figure 4. F-measure comparison of User-based clustering
and biclustering

User-based
clustering
Biclustering

10 25 50 75
Number of recommendations

The precision and recall values are compared by using two
similarity measures namely, user-based QoS prediction and
biclustering and it is shown in Figure 2, 3, 4. In this precisionrecall graph, biclustering gives better Precision-Recall results.
The sparsity of the input matrix is computed using the number
of zero’s present in the matrix to the total number of entries.
The sparsity is compared with the number of users as shown
in Figure.5. Thus, the biclustering approach provides better
result.

Figure 2. Precision comparison of User-based clustering
and biclustering

Sparsity(%)

1
0.8
0.6
0.4
Sparsity

0.2
0
0

50

100

150

Number of users
Figure 5. Sparsity for number of users
When CPU time gets increased, the number of users’
increases in both the approaches (user-based clustering and
biclustering). The CPU time is compared using two
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methodologies namely, user-based clustering and biclustering
as shown in Figure 6. In this CPU time graph, biclustering
gives better results.

1000000
800000
Biclustering

600000
400000

User-based QoS
prediction

200000
0
10 30 50 70 90

Figure 6. CPU time comparison of User-based QoS
prediction and biclustering

6. CONCLUSION
A novel collaborative filtering method based on BCN
framework has been proposed and tested for top-n
recommendation task. A very accurate recommendation was
obtained with Biclustering based collaborative filtering
approach when tested with web service data set. When
compared with other algorithms, Biclustering based
collaborative filtering approach presented better results, since
the biclusters give a much higher flexibility on dealing with
datasets, as the clustering is not restricted only to users, but
involves the attributes as well. With this flexibility it is
possible that one user belongs to more than one group at the
same time. When compared with other methodologies found
in the literature, the proposed approach presented best results.
The results confirm that the proposed method can alleviate
sparsity problem and improves the recommendation quality.
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